HELVETICA
Notable features as originally designed include the termination of all strokes on
exactly horizontal or vertical lines.
An opal pupil in a textbook. As if
to be learned into existence. Never seen the shade
through strangers blinking out sharp light. Figure
One is shrouded in chapter, the eye
kept close along neo-grotesque font. Safe there,
studied like a carat cut of dull stone possibly
more valuable than previously determined. Possibly,
I should have been a jeweler. Had I hands
steadier than a calloused foot above
line slack for acrobatics, could
temper gaudy edges like horizons into droll
Swiss fashion. Never took
to wearing rings, really. I touch too much
to maintain glint. Never lost breath
over gothic whatevers,
much prefer ye olde symmetric cut
of a hard young face crossing wet blacktop.
Doubt I couldn’t brush away a strand
of split C curl from common type
face ‘less I were strung in semi-precious
gems up to the nails and I’m no fool. No more
than when, at age eleven, in an instance
of orthodontic clarity, let
a pulsing blade reduce my right
incisor for no reason. I learned the word
draconian and thought the body a header/

footer for crest and sky, respectively.
Now treading on my back at sea feels
like nothing ‘less I think of pearls. Never learned
the proper strokes and now I covet those
who might key *sigh* in pinpricked serif
without the thought of Anne Boleyn windowed,
in her dank cell, breathing. Heavy
fog to glass. Outside, a city line dripping
ornamental. No shores ring like bells.
Her pupils painted opal or downcast.

<ICON>OGRAPHY
In activating an icon, the user can move directly into and out of the identified
function without knowing anything further about the location or requirements of the
file or code.
Difficult work, the deciphering
of faces. Requires occasional disruption
of focus outside the image
to save one’s eyes. Losing acuity, I fear
to never finish. To die here in a plush
chair under screen dim glow. The monks
had it easy, with their gold leaf and gesso
wood. With their slicks oils, ground pigments.
Sometimes I long
for the texture of color. For something
skilled to do with my hands. All I have’s
a pixelation of profiles
replicating most favorable light. A tendency
to paint oneself into one self. Look,
everyone deserves worship, deserves
the occasional visual tracing,
reflection, obsession, etc. So backlight blinds,
so the span of attention recedes
to thickest margin. So bite your tongue, as coding’s
a language most have yet to praise. What’s not
a portal, these days, a door
into more upgraded doors. Once I turned
the camera backwards, outlined
my own image in #0645AD. That’s
the pigment shade to indicate
a still existing link. Now I leave
the etching to the ancients. Scroll
instead, the countless graphics, hover

silent over them. Some kind of holy,
trying to get outside my body.

